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cosmological constant

Can we consistently achieve that the constant vacuum energy 
density does not weigh at all?

Estimates of vacuum energy  \sim v^4  
(at least 40 orders of magnitude higher 

 than observed)

SSB



Yes. 
UG does it

Einstein (1919); Pauli (1921)



Nothing new to say about that!





The most general spin 2  
quadratic lagrangian

Fierz-Pauli:

ABGV

Propagates also only spin 2 
 in a unitary way. Why?



massive to massless

5  -> 2 needs 3 gauge symmetries (4 is an overkill)

Fierz and Pauli constructed the most general free massive 
spin 2 theory assuming Lorentz invariance and unitarity

DOF:

Fierz-Pauli

TDiff (VPD)

In the  
massless limit

Transverse diffs (TD)= volume preserving diffs (VPD)



(not a field redefinition,  
because it is not invertible)

New Weyl invariance under TDiff

FROM FIERZ-PAULI TO THIS NEW THEORY

The trace is not recovered from the traceless piece





restrict to unimodular metrics

variations are 
 complicated:

work with arbitrary metrics



Note that this is the unique generalization 
to the FP-> UG non-invertible 

transformation



Constraint can also be imposed through a Lagrange multiplier

EA, Anero and Martin, 2023

The multiplier gets nontrivial dynamics by quantum corrections 



Exponential parametrization

EA, Anero and Martin, 2023

(Background metric carries the signature)





we have lost Diff invariance!

Volume preserving diffs

This is indeed a subgroup:



This is also the residual gauge invariance of 
General  Relativity in the gauge g=1

But the EM are not the same!



withdraw (those are in the kernel: 
 they give zero)



final counting of gauge parameters



Transverse diffeomorphisms vanishing at infinity



bianchi is softened

Noether 2



(This vanishes in any Diff  
invariant theory)

If there are any  
harmonic forms)





Equations of motion (EM)

In the Weyl gauge g=1

(This is the price to pay to be able to work with general metrics)

(these are almost Einstein’s 1919 EM)



does not source Einstein’s equations

In contrast, in  GR  even in the unimodular gauge does source 
because the second member  

of Einstein’s equations is not traceless. 

(EM are derived BEFORE gauge fixing)



The constant C is NOT determined by the constant vacuum density

Self-consistency:



Quantum corrections do not generate a coupling CC/graviton

Vacuum solutions with accelerated expansion

No Birkhoff theorem in UG

Same static limit as GR

Tree amplitudes identical to GR (in spite of very different graviton propagator)



backup





Kinetic energy piece of the lagrangian:

It is convenient to use spin projectors:











Orthogonality properties





Propagator:



Traceless sources:



how do we recover the newtonian potential in GR?

static sources





What pappens with Unimodular Gravity?



It works! In fact all PPN tests are kosher.





weyl gauge g=1

(maps into the whole  
Weyl Orbit)

(one to one)

any Einstein space is a solution of the vacuum UG equations of motion



schwarzschild de sitter as a vacuum solution

Exponential expansion without vacuum energy







Vacuum EM

flat spacetime de sitter expansion



UG  \neq   GR in the g=1 gauge

no synchronous gauge

synchronous time



















BRST

projector  
(implies a U(1) symmetry)



Weyl
U(1)

TDiff

(n,m)=(Grassmann number,Ghost number)



on shell conditions



Is it a problem the fact that the background metric is unimodular?

No unless there is a conformal anomaly

we have argued that  there is none

tautological= pseudo weyl (Duff)

dimension dependent counterterms?

No conformal anomaly?



backup





Two-loop Diagram generating kinetic energy for the multiplier



Exponential parametrization

Introducing sources for the graviton and for the multiplier



In terms of the 1PI

Ward identity



The whole dependence of the effective action on the multiplier reads










